Your Workflow. Your Choice.

Equine Digital Radiography Options to Fit Your Practice

Sound-Eklin® portable digital radiography systems comprise the broadest portfolio of products in the industry. Whether your practice is ambulatory, hospital based or mixed, you will find a DR solution that fits right in with your workflow needs.

Sprint® BOLT
Ultralight DR for Speed and Flexibility

• 18.6 Pounds
• 10”x12” Cesium Wireless Panel
• Auto-sense: (No sync cables, boxes or wires)
• Battery Powered
• 4-Hours Continuous Shooting
• Multiple Carrying Options
• MacBook Pro with Retina Display Wireless Laptop

The completely wireless 10”x12” cesium sensor panel makes image acquisition easier than ever before. The removable user-specific ergonomic handle can be positioned for vertical or horizontal orientation.

800.268.5354 soundeklin.com
SPRINT™ BOLT
Ultralight DR

Speed & Flexibility Without Sacrifice

Sprint™ Bolt allows you to focus on patients, not wrestle with cables or complex workflows.

You spoke we listened. The Sprint™ BOLT Ultralight DR sets up quickly, is reliable and rugged enough to handle the daily challenges of the mobile equine practice.

Sprint™ Bolt incorporates the latest 100% wireless technologies including Wi-Fi acquisition computer, wireless Cesium panel and AutoSense.

The groundbreaking AutoSense technology automatically detects X-rays from any generator and does away with sync wires, sync boxes and sync batteries delivering 100% wireless freedom.

Lightning Fast Setup and Workflow

Self-Contained
Sprint™ BOLT Ultralight DR self-contained digital radiography system includes acquisition unit, DR panel, wireless hardware and battery.

Self-Sustained
Sprint™ BOLT can run on complete battery power or be plugged in for those endless days.

Fast
With fast acquisition time and wireless workflow options, Sprint™ BOLT works at your pace.

Flexible
- Battery and plug in
- Remote laptop for acquisition and image review
- Easy transport - Multiple carrying options
- DR panel with multiple handle options

Ultralight
- 18.4 pounds self-contained, including DR panel
- 13.5 pounds horse-side acquisition laptop and wireless DR panel

Productive
Work anywhere. Stow anywhere. Sprint™ BOLT is a value priced workhorse making it a profitable asset in any practice.